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world war i diaries and memoirs world war i remembered May 23 2024 for many who
served during world war i keeping a diary offered an outlet a place into which they could
unload their fears and frustrations today these diaries stand as unparalleled historic
documents providing readers with a wealth of information about the day to day lives of
service members
war diaries of the first world war library and archives canada Apr 22 2024 this
collection contains the digitized war diaries of cef infantry artillery and cavalry units
brigade division and corps commands and support units such as railway and forestry
troops it also includes the war diaries of several british units that served under canadian
command
war diary wikipedia Mar 21 2024 war diaries german kriegstagebuch plural
kriegstagebücher were invented by the prussian army on 22 april 1850 the prussian
minister of war august von stockhausen ordered that all commanders of major units
should keep war diaries
from the trenches to the british wwi diaries digitized npr Feb 20 2024 the british
national archives is posting 1 5 million pages of world war i diaries online the personal
accounts provide new insight into the lives of the troops who fought the war that
diaries memorials personal reminiscences world war i Jan 19 2024 english
translation in time of war the complete diary from the first world war the collected flemish
language war diaries of the famous belgian writer stijn streuvels 1871 1969 compiled in
1979
the lost diaries of war the new york times Dec 18 2023 here are edited excerpts from
several diaries that track the course of the war beginning with the nazi attack
life on the front line diaries news and letters from the Nov 17 2023 life on the front line is
composed predominantly of diaries and letters written by british military personnel who
served during the first world war 1914 1918 consisting of nearly 15 000 images it provides
a fascinating albeit poignant survey of what everyday life was like for soldiers
unit war diaries first world war portal the national archives Oct 16 2023 the unit war
diaries record series wo 95 represent one of the most popular collections held by the
national archives war diaries were kept for two main reasons to provide an accurate
record
british army war diaries 1914 1922 the national archives Sep 15 2023 these records are
the unit war diaries of the british army in the first world war and are held by the national
archives in record series wo 95 they are not personal diaries try the
war office home forces war diaries second world war the Aug 14 2023 these war
diaries contain the daily record of events reports on operations and exercises intelligence
summaries etc of headquarters formations and divisional regimental and other unit
unit and commander s war diaries australian war memorial Jul 13 2023 unit and
commander s war diaries digitised copies of selected original war diaries recording the
daily activities of australian army units are available for the following conflicts and
peacekeeping missions first world war australian imperial force unit war diaries 1914 18
war second world war
diary of world war i nurse ella osborn 1918 1919 Jun 12 2023 at the outbreak of world
war i ella jane osborn was a surgical nurse at mount sinai hospital in new york city in
january 1918 she volunteered to serve with the american expeditionary forces as a
member of the red cross s nursing service in europe
war diaries 1939 1945 field marshal lord alanbrooke May 11 2023 the last great chronicle
of the second world war they provide a riveting blow by blow account of how the war was
waged and eventually won including the controversies over the second front and the
desperate search for a strategy the allied bomber offensive the italian campaign the d day
landings the race for berlin the divisions of yalta



war diaries Apr 10 2023 welcome to the operation canada digital war diaries project
which explores the diaries of the first world war through the lenses of gender race and
culture we hope you enjoy the adventure of exploring the many thousands of pages written
by canadians overseas and at home during times of stress more than a century ago
war diaries tracesofwar com Mar 09 2023 looking for reliable information or news facts
about ww2 do you want to create your own battlefield tour to sights of wars from the past
or are you interested in war medals and their recipients tracesofwar com tells you more
war diary of the fifth seaforth highlanders 51st highland Feb 08 2023 war diary of
the fifth seaforth highlanders 51st highland division sutherland d free download borrow
and streaming internet archive
we re still alive today national archives Jan 07 2023 this story begins with the diary s
transcript which lies among the war department records at the national archives in college
park maryland translated by u s military intelligence the diary offers a glimpse into one
soldier s life among the millions of personal complex world war ii stories
war diaries 1939 1945 field marshall lord alanbrooke Dec 06 2022 war diaries 1939 1945
field marshall lord alanbrooke paperback january 1 2002 by daniel ed alanbrooke field
marshall lord alan canchev alex editor todman author 4 5 266 ratings see all formats and
editions
download war diary my abandonware Nov 05 2022 a fun real time strategy rts game that
cheerfully and skillfully rips blizzard s megahit warcraft and apply it to oriental motif the
result is one of the better yet unknown warcraft clones that features cool oriental units
and structures some cleverly designed maps and a ton of missions to fight your way
through
the war diary of clare gass gass clare 1887 1968 free Oct 04 2022 the war diary of
clare gass by gass clare 1887 1968 publication date 2000 topics gass clare 1887 1968
diaries canada canadian army royal canadian army medical corps biography nurses
canada diaries world war 1914 1918 personal narratives canadian world war 1914 1918
medical care canada world war 1914
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